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SUMMARY
The transition from transcription initiation to elongation is highly regulated in human cells but remains incom-
pletely understood at the structural level. In particular, it is unclear how interactions between RNA polymer-
ase II (RNA Pol II) and initiation factors are broken to enable promoter escape. Here, we reconstitute RNA Pol
II promoter escape in vitro and determine high-resolution structures of initially transcribing complexes con-
taining 8-, 10-, and 12-nt ordered RNAs and two elongation complexes containing 14-nt RNAs. We suggest
that promoter escape occurs in three major steps. First, the growing RNA displaces the B-reader element of
the initiation factor TFIIB without evicting TFIIB. Second, the rewinding of the transcription bubble coincides
with the eviction of TFIIA, TFIIB, and TBP. Third, the binding of DSIF and NELF facilitates TFIIE and TFIIH
dissociation, establishing the paused elongation complex. This three-step model for promoter escape fills
a gap in our understanding of the initiation-elongation transition of RNA Pol II transcription.
INTRODUCTION

Transcription by RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II) starts with the

formation of the pre-initiation complex (PIC), which consists of

RNA Pol II and a set of general transcription factors (GTFs):

TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIH, and Mediator.1–4 Upon PIC

positioning on the promoter, the translocase activity of TFIIH

pumps downstream DNA into the RNA Pol II active center cleft

and applies torque to induce melting of the DNA duplex.5,6 As

RNA synthesis commences, the PIC transitions to an initially

transcribing complex (ITC), which still contains GTFs. When

the RNA reaches a certain length, the ITC is converted to an elon-

gation complex (EC), and the transcribing complex escapes from

the promoter region.7

During promoter escape, the transcription complex un-

dergoes structural and compositional changes.7,8 As initial tran-

scription proceeds, the upstream end of the initially melted DNA

bubble remains in place, whereas the downstream junction of

the bubble is further unwound, enlarging the DNA bubble9,10 in

a process termed DNA scrunching.11–13 During early transcrip-

tion, the ITC tends to release the nascent RNA in a process

termed abortive transcription.10,14 When the transcript reaches

a length of 7 nucleotides (nt) or longer, the extended transcription

bubble rewinds from the upstream end in a process termed DNA

unscrunching.9–13 This leads to the formation of a stable tran-

scription bubble that is consistent with an EC.7,9 After bubble

rewinding, the transcription complex reaches full stability,

marked by the end of abortive transcription10 and independence

of TFIIH translocase activity for efficient elongation.9
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In addition to the transitions in the DNA and RNA structure dur-

ing initial transcription, the GTFs are released from RNA Pol II.7,8

Structural studies of RNA Pol II-TFIIB complexes showed that

the TFIIB-reader domain projects into the RNA Pol II active cen-

ter cleft15 and would clash with an RNA longer than 7 nt.16 Struc-

tural comparison between RNA Pol II-TFIIB complexes and ECs

also showed that the TFIIB-linker domain clashes with the up-

stream DNA after bubble rewinding.15 These findings led to the

early hypothesis that extension of the nascent RNA beyond 6

nt triggers release of TFIIB and promoter escape.15 However,

biochemical studies later showed that TFIIB can stay associated

with RNA Pol II until the RNA reaches 12–13 nt.17 To accommo-

date TFIIB in the early transcribing complex with a longer RNA,

TFIIB needs to rearrange within the transcription complex. How-

ever, structural information on such putative conformational

changes is lacking.

The fate of TFIIF is unclear as different mechanisms for TFIIF

displacement were proposed. It has been reported that TFIIF is

not displaced during the initiation-elongation transition but rather

travels with the early EC18,19 and stimulates elongation.20,21 Sug-

gested mechanisms for displacement of TFIIF involve casein ki-

nase (CK2)-dependent phosphorylation22 or the competition

with multi-subunit elongation factor Paf1 complex (PAF)23,24

and super elongation complex (SEC),25 which bind to RNA Pol

II at sites that overlap with TFIIF binding. However, the exact

molecular mechanism by which TFIIF is removed from RNA Pol

II remains elusive.

The mechanism of TFIIE and TFIIH release from RNA Pol II is

also unclear. For TFIIE, it was suggested that dissociation from
, May 2, 2024 ª 2024 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 1
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Figure 1. RNA Pol II enters stable RNA chain elongation when nascent RNA is 14 nt long

(A) Scheme of the experimental setup to measure aborted and transcription-complex-bound RNA. NT-DNA, non-template DNA; T-DNA, template DNA.

(B) Scheme of the promoter DNA templates used in the experiments. TATA-box and U-less cassettes are highlighted in green and purple, respectively. The

lengths of the U-less cassette, the total length of the DNA template, and the distance between the transcription start site (TSS) and TATA box are indicated.

(C) Urea-PAGE analysis of aborted and transcription-complex-bound RNA products from transcription reactions with AdU16 and AdU14 promoter DNAs. Ex-

periments were repeated four times. Rectangular boxes denote bands of interest that were quantified.

(D) Quantification of the fraction of aborted RNAs with lengths of 13 nt and 14 nt from transcription reactions using AdU16 and AdU14 promoter DNAs. Mean ±

standard deviation (SD) values are indicated. p values were calculated with unpaired two-tailed t-tests (****p < 0.0001). The color code is the same as (C).
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RNA Pol II occurs before the RNA transcript reaches 10 nt,

whereas TFIIH would leave the early EC after the transcript rea-

ches 30 nt.18 Another study proposed that TFIIE and TFIIH sub-

units dissociate in separate steps: TFIIE-a and the TFIIH kinase

module dissociate first, whereas TFIIE-b and the core of TFIIH

dissociate later.26

To study the mechanisms of promoter escape, an efficient

in vitro system for de novo, promoter-dependent transcription

is required that allows for reconstitution of the initiation-elonga-

tion transition in the test tube and subsequent structural charac-

terization of the transition intermediates. Two recent studies re-

ported such in vitro transcription initiation systems for the yeast

Saccharomyces cerevisiae.27,28 However, the initiation-elonga-

tion transition differs between the yeast and human systems.

In particular, yeast RNA Pol II undergoes initial promoter scan-

ning, a process that is absent in human transcription,29–32 and

yeast RNAPol II does not pause in the promoter-proximal region,

a process that occurs in the human system and depends on the

negative elongation factor (NELF) that is absent from yeast.33

Here, we describe an experimental setup for efficient mamma-

lian in vitro promoter-dependent transcription and perform struc-

tural investigations of the reaction mixture by cryo-electron mi-
2 Molecular Cell 84, 1–12, May 2, 2024
croscopy (cryo-EM). We capture five intermediates during

promoter escape by mammalian RNA Pol II and determine their

structures. We visualize key steps during promoter escape,

where the ITC undergoes stepwise structural and compositional

changes upon transitioning to an EC. Our results lead to a sim-

ple, three-step model for promoter escape by RNA Pol II.

RESULTS

Reconstitution of the RNA Pol II initiation-elongation
transition
To reconstitute the initiation-elongation transition of transcrip-

tion in vitro, we assembled the RNA Pol II PIC on promoter

DNA templates using the human GTFs TBP, TFIIA, -IIB, -IIF,

-IIE, and -IIH and S. scrofa RNA Pol II, which is 99.9% identical

to human RNA Pol II (Figure 1A). As a DNA template, we used

a variant of the adenovirusmajor late promoter (AdMLP) contain-

ing a U-less cassette, which allowed us to stall RNA Pol II after

synthesis of a 16-nt RNA (Figures 1B, top, and S1A, top). Tran-

scription was initiated by the addition of ATP, cytidine triphos-

phate (CTP), guanosine triphosphate (GTP), and [a-32P]-CTP,

and reactions were incubated at 30�C for 15 min.
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To monitor abortive transcription, aborted RNA and transcrip-

tion-complex-bound RNA were separated by sucrose gradient

centrifugation (Figure 1A). The upper factions of the gradient,

which are devoid of RNA Pol II (Figure S1B), contained excess

GTFs and aborted RNA transcripts that were released from

RNA Pol II (fractions 1–4). The lower fractions (7–22) contained

RNA bound to the transcription complex (Figures S1B and

S1C). The fractions were pooled, and RNAs were resolved by

denaturing polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis (PAGE) (Fig-

ure 1C, left). We observed released, short aborted RNAs and

the full-length 16-nt transcript that was stably associated with

the transcription complex (Figure 1C, left). In summary, we es-

tablished an efficient, promoter-dependent in vitro transcription

system yielding�0.26 transcripts per molecule RNAPol II, which

allows us to study the transition from initiation to elongation.

When we compared aborted and transcription-complex-

bound RNAs produced by in vitro transcription from the AdU16

promoter, we observed a strong reduction of abortive transcrip-

tion at around 14 nt of RNA (Figure 1C, left). We therefore de-

signed the AdU14 promoter that stalls RNA Pol II at 14 nt of

RNA (Figure 1B, bottom, and S1A, bottom) and resolved aborted

and transcription-complex-bound transcripts by denaturing

PAGE (Figure 1C, right). Quantification of aborted and transcrip-

tion-complex-bound RNAs from both the AdU16 and AdU14

promoters showed a strong decrease in the fraction of aborted

transcripts when the RNA length grew from 13 to 14 nt

(Figures 1C and 1D). This indicates that RNA extension from 13

to 14 nt leads to increased stability of the early transcribing com-

plex. These observations are consistent with previous reports

showing that the transcribing complex is unstable and requires

TFIIH ATPase activity until the transcript length increases

beyond 14 nt.34,35 Thus, the transition from abortive transcription

to stable RNA chain elongation is completed when the RNA rea-

ches 14 nt of length.

Cryo-EM structures of initiation-elongation transition
intermediates
We next aimed to structurally characterize early transcription

complexes during the transition from abortive transcription to sta-

ble elongation by cryo-EM.Guided by our biochemical results, we

used the AdU14 promoter that stalls RNA Pol II when the nascent

RNA is 14 nt long. We then prepared cryo-EM samples from the

transcription reaction (STAR Methods; Figure 2A) and collected

single-particle cryo-EM data. After extensive data processing,

we could resolve five structures: three ITC and two EC structures

(Figures 2B, S2, and S3; Tables 1 and 2). Due to the nature of the

single-particle analysis, it has to be noted that these structures

likely represent the most populated and stable intermediates in

the reaction mixture, whereas other rare or unstable states may

not have been resolved. Altogether, our experimental setup al-

lowed us to capture and structurally characterize mammalian

transcription intermediates obtained by de novo transcription

that, in contrast to reconstituted complexes, more likely represent

true functional intermediates of the initiation-elongation transition.

The three ITC structures contain all GTFs and an extended

DNA bubble similar to a previously reported ITC structure.37

The DNA-RNA hybrids in all three ITCs are in the pre-translo-

cated state; however, the number of visible RNA nt in the three
ITC structures is different (Figure 2B). Because the active site re-

gion of the three ITCs is resolved to�3 Å, we could conclude that

the three ITCs contain 8, 10, and 12 nt of ordered RNA, respec-

tively, and we therefore called these structures ITC8, ITC10, and

ITC12. RNA sequences were built based on the length of the or-

dered RNA because themap quality did not allow us to unambig-

uously identify the exact sequence register at which the ITC

structures have stopped transcribing. With their pre-translo-

cated ordered RNAs being only 8 and 10 nt long, ITC8 and

ITC10 contain incomplete DNA-RNA hybrids that only reach to

register �7 and �9, respectively (Figures 2B and 2C). By

contrast, the 12-nt ordered RNA in ITC12 forms a hybrid until

register �10, which represents a fully formed DNA-RNA hybrid

before strand separation at register �11 (Figures 2B and 2C).

The two EC structures both contain 14-nt RNAs but showed

differences in the occupancy and conformation of TFIIE

(Figures 2B and S2). These structures were called EC14a and

EC14b. Both of these structures contain a DNA-RNA hybrid of

10 base pairs (bp) in the post-translocated state and a rewound

transcription bubble with an upstream DNA trajectory that is

similar to the paused RNA Pol II EC.38

Growing RNA repositions the TFIIB reader but does not
displace TFIIB
It was predicted that the 50-end of the initially transcribed RNA

interferes with the reader domain of TFIIB when RNA extension

proceeds beyond 5–6 nt.16 We therefore compared the confor-

mations of the B-reader among our three ITC structures as

they contain ordered RNAs of different lengths (Figure 2C). In

ITC8, residues 54–55 and 61–64 of the B-reader are further

disordered compared with that of the open complex (OC)36

(PDB: 7nw0), indicating that the DNA-RNA hybrid reaching to

register –7 leads to displacement of this part of the B-reader.

When the hybrid reaches register –9 in ITC10, B-reader residues

52–53 and 65 appear to be further disordered compared with

that of ITC8. Upon the formation of a full 10-bp DNA-RNA hybrid

in ITC12, we could not observe density for residues 48–79 of the

TFIIB-reader domain. Since the TFIIB reader can stably form in

an OC without RNA (PDB: 7nw0, mammalian OC; PDB: 4bbr,

yeast RNA Pol II-TFIIB)16,36 (Figure 2C, left), we conclude that

the presence of the RNA in the active center cleft causes the

observed displacement of the TFIIBreader. Thus, we show that

the RNA strand of the DNA-RNA hybrid and the B-reader directly

compete for the same space in the active center cleft of RNA Pol

II and that the growing RNA can displace the B-reader during

early transcription via clashes between the 50-end of the RNA

and the B-reader.

Consistent with this, it was shown that early transcription com-

plexes are prone to stall when the RNA reaches a length of 7–9

nt9,39 and that this stalling can be eliminated by the TFIIB point

mutation R66L, which destabilizes a conserved salt bridge within

the B-reader.9 Modeling based on our structures suggests that

formation of a full 10-bp DNA-RNA hybrid requires disruption

of the stabilizing salt bridge formed between E51 and R66 (Fig-

ure 2C). This provides a possible mechanism for how the

B-reader and RNA compete—salt bridge formation stabilizes

the B-reader, whereas the growing RNA destabilizes the salt

bridge and thereby also the B-reader.
Molecular Cell 84, 1–12, May 2, 2024 3



Figure 2. Visualization of early transcription intermediates by cryo-EM

(A) Scheme of experimental setup for cryo-EM sample preparation. For details, see STAR Methods. NT-DNA, non-template DNA; T-DNA, template DNA.

(B) Cryo-EM density and structures of the five transcription intermediates ITC8, ITC10, ITC12, and EC14a/b. The cryo-EM densities around the upstream DNA

were low-pass filtered to 5 Å for better visualization. The register of the RNA is indicated with respect to the active site. The active site Mg2+ is shown as amagenta

sphere. For clarity, RNA Pol II and the rest of the GTFs are not shown except for TFIIA, TBP, and the TFIIB-cyclin.

(C) Cryo-EM density and structures of TFIIB reader, linker, and ribbon and the growing RNA transcript in ITC8, ITC10, and ITC12. For comparison, the structure of

TFIIB reader, linker, and ribbon from OC (PDB: 7nw0.36) is shown. TFIIB and the DNA-RNA hybrid are shown as cartoons. The salt bridge formed by E51 and R66

is indicated by black dashes. The boundaries of the structured parts of TFIIB are shown as spheres. The first visible base at the 50-end of the RNA is highlighted in

lemon, and its position relative to the active site (�1) is indicated. The active site Mg2+ is shown as a magenta sphere. The template DNA at the RNA Pol II active

site is shown in blue. For clarity, the rest of the DNA, TFIIB-cyclin, RNA Pol II, and the other GTFs are omitted.
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Eviction of TBP, TFIIA, and TFIIB coincides with bubble
rewinding
As RNA synthesis proceeds, the extended, early DNA bubble re-

winds from upstream, and this rewinding coincides with the tran-

sition from abortive to stable RNA synthesis.9,11–13 Consistent

with this, we observe a strong difference in upstream DNA

when we compare our ITC and EC structures. Whereas the ITC

structures contain extended upstream bubbles, our EC struc-

tures show that upstream DNA is rewound and positioned where

it is observed in a reconstituted paused EC.38

To investigate the structural changes within the transcription

complex upon bubble rewinding, we compared the structures

of ITC12 and EC14a (Figure 3A). In EC14a, we do not observe

density for the upstream promoter complex comprising TBP,

TFIIA, and TFIIB (Figure 3A, right). Therefore, displacement of

the upstream promoter complex from RNA Pol II coincides

with the rewinding of the transcription bubble. Superposition

of the ITC with the EC structures shows that the trajectory of
4 Molecular Cell 84, 1–12, May 2, 2024
the rewound upstream DNA duplex clashes with the TFIIB-cy-

clin and -linker domains (Figure 3B). TBP and TFIIA are mainly

binding to the upstream DNA and the TFIIB-cyclin domain

within the ITC (Figure 3B). Therefore, our structural data sug-

gest that rewinding of the overextended DNA bubble within

the ITC may lead to eviction of the upstream promoter complex

from RNA Pol II. However, it cannot be excluded that the up-

stream promoter complex may dissociate before bubble

rewinding.

Although the TFIIB-cyclin readily dissociates at the time of

bubble rewinding, release of the B-ribbon in EC14a is caused

by the 14-nt-long transcript, which starts clashing with the

B-ribbon at a length of 12 nt (Figure 3C). This is consistent

with a previous study showing that TFIIB is only destabilized

when the RNA is 12–13 nt long.17 In summary, eviction of

TBP, TFIIA, and TFIIB coincides with DNA bubble rewinding

and RNA extension beyond 12 nt, which converts the ITC to

an early EC.



Table 1. Cryo-EM data acquisition and processing

Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3

Magnification 81,0003 81,0003 81,0003

Voltage (kV) 300 300 300

Electron exposure (e–/Å2) 40.06 40.00 41.47

Defocus range (mm) 0.7–1.7 0.7–1.7 0.7–1.7

Pixel size (Å) 1.05 1.05 1.05

Initial particle images (no.) 6,386,813 4,204,757 2,593,001
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TFIIF, TFIIE, and TFIIH remain bound to the early EC
It was proposed that bubble rewinding during the conversion from

the ITC to the early EC also triggers the release of TFIIE and

TFIIH.7,33 In contrast to the proposed model, we observe density

for TFIIF, TFIIE, and TFIIH in our cryo-EM reconstructions of both

ECs (Figures 4A, S2, and S3). Although the TFIIF dimerization

domain is bound to RNA Pol II in both ECs, we could not observe

density for the TFIIF-b winged-helix (WH) domain (Figures 3A and

4A). The TFIIF-bWHdomain serves as a binding site for TFIIE-b in

the PIC and ITC, and dissociation of the WH domain could influ-

ence the conformationandoccupancyof TFIIEwithin the early EC.
Table 2. Refinement and validation statistics

ITC8 model ITC10 model

PDB code PDB: 8S51 PDB: 8S52

Map code EMDB: EMD-19718 EMDB: EMD-19719

Symmetry imposed C1 C1

Map resolution (Å)

at FSC = 0.143

3.1 2.9

Map resolution range (Å) 3.0–11.4 2.6–7.9

Refinement

Initial models used

(PDB code)

7NW0, 5IYD, 5FLM 7NW0, 5IYD, 5FLM

Model composition

Non-hydrogen atoms 44,796 44,876

Protein residues 5,272 5,277

Nucleotides 124 127

Ligands Zn: 10, Mg: 1 Zn: 10, Mg: 1

Mean B factors (Å2)

Protein 113.48 117.32

Nucleotides 165.15 201.77

Ligand 132.44 139.67

RMS deviations

Bond lengths (Å) 0.004 0.004

Bond angles (�) 0.721 0.715

Validation

MolProbity score 1.50 1.52

Clashscore 4.89 5.14

Poor rotamers (%) 0.00 0.00

Ramachandran plot

Disallowed (%) 0.00 0.00

Allowed (%) 3.71 3.66

Favored (%) 96.29 96.34
Indeed, when we classified the particle populations of the ECs

after masking the region around TFIIE, we observed two distinct

conformationsofTFIIE (Figures4A,S2, andS3). InEC14a, theden-

sity for both subunits of TFIIE is visible (Figure 4A, top). However, in

EC14b, clear density is only present for the TFIIE-a subunit, which

additionallyhas rotatedaround theRNAPol II stalk (Figure4A,mid-

dle, and bottom). TFIIE-a serves as themain interaction partner for

TFIIH within the ITC37,36,41,42 and TFIIE is crucial for the binding of

TFIIH to the PIC.42 In linewith this, we find that TFIIE enhances the

bindingofTFIIH to theearly EC (FiguresS4AandS4B)andobserve

density forTFIIH in thecryo-EMreconstructionsofbothEC14aand

EC14b (Figures 4A, S2, and S3). In summary, TFIIF, TFIIE, and

TFIIH remain bound to RNA Pol II in the early EC, demonstrating

that neither RNA extension nor upstream DNA rewinding can

trigger their release from the early EC.
DSIF and NELF facilitate the displacement of TFIIE
and TFIIH
From these results, it remained unclear how TFIIF, TFIIE, and

TFIIH are removed from the early EC. We therefore asked

whether the general elongation factor DSIF, the capping
ITC12 model EC14a model EC14b model

PDB: 8S5N PDB: 8S55 PDB: 8S54

EMDB: EMD-19743 EMDB: EMD-19726 EMDB: EMD-19720

C1 C1 C1

3.4 3.4 3.3

2.8–8.0 3.1–10.4 3.0–10.6

7NW0, 5IYD, 5FLM 7NW0, 5FLM 7NW0, 5FLM

44,728 38,140 36,737

5,249 4,514 4,343

129 95 95

Zn: 10, Mg: 1 Zn: 9, Mg: 1 Zn: 9, Mg: 1

125.33 151.00 144.58

198.91 201.38 199.84

172.74 204.85 195.06

0.004 0.005 0.005

0.698 1.176 1.168

1.67 1.88 1.87

5.17 9.43 8.84

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

5.79 5.63 5.90

94.21 94.37 94.10

Molecular Cell 84, 1–12, May 2, 2024 5



Figure 3. Eviction of TBP, TFIIA, and TFIIB

coincides with transcription bubble

rewinding

(A) Structures of ITC12 (left) and EC14a (right) are

shown as cartoons for comparison.

(B) Superposition of ITC12 and EC14a reveals

clashes between the rewound upstream DNA

duplex with TFIIB-linker and -cyclin domains. For

clarity, TFIIE, TFIIF, and TFIIH are omitted.

(C) EvictionofTFIIB ribbonbyRNA.TheTFIIB ribbon

clasheswith theRNA at the length of 13–14 nt and is

displaced in EC14. The first two RNA bases that

would clash with the TFIIB ribbon in EC14 are

colored in salmon.
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enzyme RNGTT, or the pausing factor NELF, which binds when

RNA reaches lengths of 24–50 nt,33,43 may be responsible for

the eviction of the remaining GTFs.

To test for eviction of TFIIE from the early EC, we first assem-

bled an EC24 complex with TFIIF, TFIIE, and a 24-nt RNA

(STAR Methods; Figures S4C and S4D, left). Although TFIIF is

likely displaced by elongation factors,23–25,40 we still included

TFIIF in the experiments as it is present in the early EC

(Figures 3A and 4A) and may interact with TFIIE and stabilize
6 Molecular Cell 84, 1–12, May 2, 2024
it. We first added DSIF together with

the capping enzyme RNGTT but could

not observe the eviction of TFIIF or

TFIIE (Figure S4D, middle). However,

when adding DSIF in combination with

NELF, we observed displacement of

TFIIE from the EC24, whereas TFIIF re-

mains associated (Figure S4D, right).

However, DSIF and NELF fail to displace

TFIIE from an EC14 with 14 nt of RNA

(Figure S4E, right), which is in line with

previous studies showing that the bind-

ing of DSIF and NELF requires an RNA

of at least 22 nt length.44

TFIIH binding to RNA Pol II is mainly

dependent on the presence of TFIIE42

(Figures S4A and S4B), and displacement

of TFIIE would therefore likely result in

dissociation of TFIIH as well. To test

whether DSIF and NELF can dissociate

both TFIIE and TFIIH from the early EC,

we assembled an EC24 containing

TFIIF, TFIIE, and core TFIIH and moni-

tored the binding of TFIIE-a and

the TFIIH translocase XPB with RNA

Pol II in gradient ultracentrifugation

(Figures 4B and S4F). In the absence of

DSIF and NELF, a large proportion of

TFIIE-a and XPB are associated and

therefore co-migrated with RNA Pol II

(Figures S4F, left, and S4G, top). Howev-

er, in the presence of DSIF and NELF, the

fractions of RNA Pol II-bound TFIIE-a and

XPB were reduced (Figure 4B) as TFIIE-a
and XPB shifted from RNA Pol II-bound fractions to lower molec-

ular weight fractions that are devoid of RNA Pol II (Figures S4F,

right, and S4G, bottom). We speculate that the decrease of

TFIIH in Figure 4B is not more drastic, as TFIIH might be disso-

ciated from RNA Pol II but still bound to the DNA. Unfortunately,

we cannot distinguish this in our experimental setup. Nonethe-

less, our results show that recruitment of DSIF and NELF

facilitates dissociation of both TFIIE and TFIIH from the early

EC and that this relies on RNA extension beyond 22 nt.



Figure 4. TFIIE, TFIIF, and TFIIH remain bound to the early elongation complex

(A) Structures of EC14a (top) and EC14b (middle) containing TFIIH, TFIIE, and TFIIF. The structure of TFIIH (PDB: 7nvx.36) was rigid-body docked into the global

refined maps of EC14a+TFIIH and EC14b+TFIIH (STAR Methods). Bottom: zoom-in on TFIIE-a and RNA Pol II of EC14a and b. RNA Pol II of EC14a is colored in

light gray. RNA Pol II of EC14b is colored in dark gray. TFIIE-a of EC14a is colored in pink. TFIIE-a of EC14b is colored in orange. The structures of EC14a and

EC14b are superimposed using Rpb1. EC14a/b are captured from transcription reaction with AdU14 template after GraFix.

(B) Scheme of the experimental setup to monitor the displacement of TFIIE and TFIIH by DSIF and NELF and quantification of the percentage of RNA Pol II-bound

GTFs after gradient ultracentrifugation. Mean ± SD values are indicated. p values were calculated with unpaired two-tailed t-tests (*p < 0.05). p values for XPB

without DSIF/NELF-XPB with DSIF/NELF and TFIIE-a without DSIF/NELF-TFIIE-a with DSIF/NELF are 0.0252 and 0.0115, respectively. The experiments were

repeated three times and performed in the absence of crosslinker. NT-DNA, non-template DNA; T-DNA, template DNA.

(C) Three-step model of promoter escape by mammalian RNA Pol II. First, the RNA transcript competes with and eventually displaces the TFIIB reader from the

RNAPol II active center when the RNA is around 7–13 nt long. Second, rewinding of the upstream transcription bubble coincides with the eviction of the upstream

promoter complex (TBP, TFIIA, and TFIIB) from the RNA Pol II surface. Finally, when the RNA is around 25–50 nt,33 DSIF and NELF are recruited to the early EC

and facilitate the displacement of TFIIE and TFIIH. Association of elongation factors such as PAF or SEC likely displaces TFIIF.23–25,40
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DISCUSSION

Here, we establish an in vitro promoter-dependent mammalian

transcription system that enables us to carry out structural

studies of early RNA Pol II transcription complex intermediates
and investigate the initiation-elongation transition of transcrip-

tion. Our results converge with published data7,9,10,14–17,34,35,44

on a three-step model of promoter escape by RNA Pol II (Fig-

ure 4C; Video S1). First, when RNA Pol II synthesizes an RNA

longer than 6 nt, the transcript begins to compete with the
Molecular Cell 84, 1–12, May 2, 2024 7
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TFIIB-reader domain for the same binding site in the RNA Pol II

active center, which may cause early transcription abort. As

the RNA extends, however, it can displace the B-reader without

evicting TFIIB. Second, when the RNA reaches a length of �13–

14 nt, the upstream DNA bubble collapses. Rewinding of

upstream DNA coincides with the eviction of the upstream pro-

moter complex comprising TBP, TFIIA, and TFIIB, likely by steric

clashes between the upstream promoter complex and the

rewound DNA. Transcription bubble rewinding also coincides

with the repositioning of parts of TFIIE and TFIIF. Third, when

the RNA extends to at least 22 nt, which is the minimum RNA

length required for the recruitment of the elongation factors

DSIF and NELF,44 binding of these factors to the RNA Pol II sur-

face facilitates displacement of TFIIE and TFIIH. Finally, recruit-

ment of other elongation factors that bind the RNA Pol II lobe

region can displace TFIIF.23–25,40 Displacement of all GTFs

from the transcribing RNA Pol II marks the end of promoter

escape and the transition to the EC.

Our three-step model generally agrees with previous models

but also differs in one important way. Namely, it was previously

proposed that the removal of all GTFs from the ITC is triggered

by rewinding of the initial extended transcription bubble.7,33 How-

ever, the comparison of our ITC and EC structures, which were

formed by de novo transcription, strongly suggests that bubble

rewinding only coincides with the dissociation of the upstream

promoter complex comprising TBP, TFIIA, and TFIIB, whereas

the three other GTFs (TFIIE, TFIIH, and TFIIF) remain bound to

RNA Pol II at this stage. We speculate that TFIIE and TFIIH may

remain associated with the early EC to enable complete Ser5

phosphorylation on the RNA Pol II C-terminal repeat domain

(CTD) by the TFIIH kinase CDK7, possibly until high levels of

CTD phosphorylation release Mediator,41,45 which allows recruit-

ment of DSIF and NELF. The recruitment of DSIF and NELF will

then facilitate the dissociation of TFIIE and TFIIH. Additionally,

as RNA Pol II transcribes toward the +1 nucleosome, which is

positioned at �40–60 bp downstream of the transcription start

site (TSS) on actively transcribed mammalian genes,46–49 the

nucleosome may clash with TFIIE and TFIIH and displace them

from the RNA Pol II surface.50

Our observation that TFIIF is part of the early EC is consistent

with reports that TFIIF can remain bound to the early EC after the

initiation-elongation transition18,19 where it likely stimulates early

transcription elongation.20,21 However, TFIIF is largely absent

from gene bodies51–53 and thereforemust be displaced soon after

the initiation-elongation transition. It was suggested that the acti-

vatedEC (EC*) is incompatiblewithTFIIF bindingbecause a region

of the PAF complex subunit Leo1 occupies a similar site on the

RNA Pol II protrusion as a part of TFIIF23,24 (Figure S5A). Together

with our observation that TFIIF remains bound to the early EC and

that it is not displaced in the context of a paused RNA Pol II elon-

gationcomplex (PEC) containingDSIF andNELF (FiguresS4Dand

S5B), this suggests that TFIIF might get evicted upon the conver-

sion of the PEC to the EC*. Alternatively, Gdown1,40 components

of the SEC25 (Figure S5C), or phosphorylation by CK222 could

release TFIIF. Further studies about the interplay of these factors

and the PEC will help to elucidate TFIIF displacement further.

Comparison with the bacterial RNA polymerase (RNAP) sys-

tem shows that promoter escape involves conceptually similar
8 Molecular Cell 84, 1–12, May 2, 2024
steps, although the involved proteins strongly differ. First, a short

RNA is synthesized that starts clashing with the s3.2 linker in the

initiation factor s upon extension beyond 4 nt.54–56 The steric

presence of the s3.2 linker in the path of the newly synthesized

RNA was shown to be the cause for abortive transcription by

RNAP.54 The magnitude of abortive transcription is highly

dependent on the sequence of the initially transcribed region.57

Although the s3.2 linker and s4 are displaced as the RNAP tran-

sitions into an EC, thes factor is not displaced upon transcription

bubble rewinding as s2 and s3 are compatible with the rewound

DNA.58 Hence, the transcription factor s typically remains asso-

ciated with, and translocates with, RNAP upon promoter escape

and formation of an early EC, but the affinity of the s factor for

RNAP decreases, enabling dissociation of s during elonga-

tion.58–61 Displacement of the s factor can be facilitated by bind-

ing of the elongation regulatory factor NusA, which stabilizes

promoter-proximally paused RNAP.58

With respect to the archaeal transcription system, the RNAP

resembles RNA Pol II, and archaea contain the initiation factors

TBP, TFB, and TFE that are related to human TBP, TFIIB, and

TFIIE, respectively.62 Promoter escape has not been studied in

detail in this system. However, it has been shown that the TFB

reader stimulates abortive transcription63 and is displaced

when the RNA extends to 10 nt.64 Complete release of TFB, how-

ever, occurs after transcription bubble rewinding65 when the

RNA is longer than 15 nt.64 Additionally, it is known that binding

of the DSIF-related archaeal elongation factor Spt4-Spt5 occurs

at the polymerase clamp66 and can displace the archaeal TFIIE

counterpart TFE.67

In summary, promoter escapes from bacteria to eukaryotes

shares conceptually similar steps: displacement of TFIIB/TFB-

reader64 or s3.2-linker54–56 by the RNA transcript, rewinding of

the extended transcription bubble,9–13,65,68 and regulated

displacement of initiation factors by elongation factors.58,67 We

suggest that these conserved features of promoter escape are

likely a consequence of the nature of nucleic acid conformation,

interaction, and energetics, whereas different proteins evolved

around DNA and RNA to catalyze transcription initiation and the

transition to elongation. However, it remains to be shown if the un-

derlying mechanisms of promoter escape in the three kingdoms

are universal.

While this paper was under revision, another study69 reported

structures of early transcription complexes containing 2 to 17 nt

of RNA. Similar to our results, they report on conformational

changes of the TFIIB-reader domain and transcription bubble

rewinding. Based on their structures, they suggest that the

TFIIB reader stabilizes the initial RNA transcript when it is shorter

than 6 nt and that the B-reader is fully displaced at 7 nt RNA

length. However, we observe density for the TFIIB reader as it

competes with the growing RNA once transcription proceeds

beyond 6 nt. This is likely due to the higher cryo-EM map quality

of our structures that allowed us to assign the density of TFIIB.

Additionally, the other study69 suggests that during early tran-

scription, the scrunched single-stranded template DNA is accu-

mulated in a narrow ‘‘channel T’’ of RNA Pol II and that the

release of the scrunched template DNA triggers dissociation of

all GTFs from RNA Pol II except TFIIF and TFIIE. The scrunching

mechanism for release of the upstream promoter complex as
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well as the observation that TFIIF and TFIIE remain bound to RNA

Pol II are compatible with our conclusions.
Limitations of the study
Due to the highly dynamic nature of promoter escape and the

flexibility of transcription complexes, extensive classification

of the cryo-EM images was performed to sort out the confor-

mational and compositional heterogeneity of the particles. In

turn, certain states might be filtered out during data processing

due to their low occurrence. Additionally, the transcription reac-

tion was subjected to GraFix and dialysis before plunge

freezing, so the intermediates we captured may be putative

direct intermediates during promoter escape due to the exten-

sive handling time. Besides, the use of a 14-nt U-less cassette

in our experimental design prevents observation of intermedi-

ates that transcribe further than 14 nt (outside of misincorpora-

tion events). Moreover, our competition assay could not distin-

guish whether DSIF and NELF prevent the rebinding of TFIIE

and TFIIH after they dissociate stochastically or whether DSIF

and NELF actively displace TFIIE and TFIIH by forming a

transient intermediate with all four factors bound to RNA Pol

II. The molecular details of such displacement remain to be

understood. Finally, we were not able to resolve TFIIH at high

resolution, likely due to the presence of ATP during sample

preparation. This limits our understanding on the mechanism

of TFIIH during promoter escape.
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STAR+METHODS
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit polyclonal anti-SUPT5H Proteintech Cat# 16511-1-AP; RRID: AB_2878268

Rabbit polyclonal anti-ERCC3 Proteintech Cat# 10580-1-AP; RRID: AB_2262174

Rabbit polyclonal anti-TFIIE-a/GTF2E1 Abcam Cat# ab28177; RRID: AB_778322

Rabbit polyclonal anti-Rpb3 Bethyl Laboratories Cat# A303-771A; RRID: AB_11218388

Bacterial and virus strains

E.coli BL21 CodonPlus (DE3) RIL Agilent Cat# 230245

E. coli LOBSTR-BL21(DE3)-RIL Kerafast Cat# EC1002

E.coli DH10EMBacY Geneva Biotech N/A

E.coli XL-1 Blue Agilent Cat# 200249

Biological samples

Sus scrofa thymus Locally sources N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Sus scrofa RNA polymerase II Vos et al.38 N/A

Homo sapiens TBP Aibara et al.36 N/A

Homo sapiens TFIIA Aibara et al.36 N/A

Homo sapiens TFIIB Aibara et al.36 N/A

Homo sapiens TFIIF Aibara et al.36 N/A

Homo sapiens TFIIE Aibara et al.36 N/A

Homo sapiens TFIIH Kokic et al.70 N/A

Glutaraldehyde 25% EMS Cat# 16200

Proteinase K New England Biolabs Cat# P8107S

Invitrogen UltraPure 0.5M EDTA, pH 8.0 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 15575020

Invitrogen Ambion Sodium Acetate (3M), pH 5.5 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# AM9740

NTP Set, 100 mM Solution Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# R0481

Urea (RNase-free) Panreac AppliChem Cat# A1049

2x RNA Loading Dye New England Biolabs Cat# B0363S

DL-Dithiothreitol solution, 1M Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 43816

40% Acrylamide/bis-acrylamide 19:1 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A9926

TRIS borate-EDTA buffer solution (10x) Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 93290

Phusion DNA Polymerase House sourced N/A

Phusion� HF Buffer Pack New England Biolabs Cat# B0518S

dNTP Set, 100 mM Solutions Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# R0186

DMSO Sigma-Aldrich Cat# D8418

GlycoBlue� Coprecipitant Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# AM9516

UTP, [a-32P]- 3000Ci/mmol,

10mCi/ml, EasyTide, 250 mCi

Perkin Elmer Cat# BLU507H250UC

Deposited data

ITC8 cryo-EM reconstruction This study EMD-19718

ITC10 cryo-EM reconstruction This study EMD-19719

ITC12 cryo-EM reconstruction This study EMD-19743

EC14a cryo-EM reconstruction (composite map) This study EMD-19726

EC14b cryo-EM reconstruction (composite map) This study EMD-19720

ITC8 model This study PDB-8S51

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

ITC10 model This study PDB-8S52

ITC12 model This study PDB-8S5N

EC14a model This study PDB-8S55

EC14b model This study PDB-8S54

ITC8+TFIIH cryo-EM reconstruction This study EMD-19721

ITC10+TFIIH cryo-EM reconstruction This study EMD-19722

ITC12+TFIIH cryo-EM reconstruction This study EMD-19723

EC14a+TFIIH cryo-EM reconstruction This study EMD-19724

EC14b+TFIIH cryo-EM reconstruction This study EMD-19725

EC14a cryo-EM reconstruction (global map) This study EMD-19795

EC14b cryo-EM reconstruction (global map) This study EMD-19796

EC14 core Pol II cryo-EM reconstruction (focused map) This study EMD-19797

Experimental models: Cell lines

Sf9 cells Oxford expression technology Cat# 600100

Sf21 cells Expression Systems Cat# 94-003F

High Five cells Expression Systems Cat# 94-002F

Oligonucleotides

EC14 template 50 – TTC TGC TGG CCC TCG CTG

TCA AAA TTG CGG CTG GGT GTG AGG ACG AAC

GCG CCC CCA CCC CCT TTT ATA GCC CCC

CTT CAG GAA CAC – 30

This work Integrated DNA Technologies

EC14 non-template 50 – GTG TTC CTG AAG GGG GGC

TAT AAA AGG GGG TGG GGG CGC GTT CGT CCT

CAC AGG GTC GGC GTT TTT TGA CAG CGA GGG

CCA GCA GAA – 30

This work Integrated DNA Technologies

EC14 RNA 50 – rUrUrU rCrCrC rArGrC rCrGrC rArA – 30 This work Integrated DNA Technologies

EC24 template 50 – GAC AAT CTT AGC GCA GAA GTC

ATG CCC GCT TTT GAG AAA AAG TTC TCT CCC CTT

CTG CTG GCC – 30

This work Integrated DNA Technologies

EC24 non-template 50 – GGC CAG CAG AAC CCC TCT

CTT GTT TTT CTC AAA AGC GGG CAT GAC TTC TGC

GCT AAG ATT GTC – 30

This work Integrated DNA Technologies

EC24 RNA 50 – rUrCrC rCrGrG rUrCrG rUrCrU rUrGrG

rGrGrA rGrArG rArArC – 30
This work Integrated DNA Technologies

EC24 template_short 50 – GTC ATG CCC GCT TTT GAG

AAA AAG TTC TCT CCC CTT CTG CTG GCC – 30
This work Integrated DNA Technologies

EC24 non-template_short 50 – GGC CAG CAG AAC CCC

TCT CTT GTT TTT CTC AAA AGC GGG CAT GAC – 30
This work Integrated DNA Technologies

EC14 RNA_short 50 – rCrUrU rGrGrG rGrArG rArGrA rArC – 30 This work Integrated DNA Technologies

AdU14 & AdU16 PCR forward primer 50 – GTG TTC CTG

AAG GGG GGC TAT AAA AGG GGG TGG GG – 30
This work Sigma-Aldrich

AdU14 & AdU16 PCR reverse primer 50 – GAC AAT CTT

AGC GCA GAA GTC ATG CCC GCT TTT GAG AAA AAG

TTC TCT CC – 30

This work Sigma-Aldrich

Recombinant DNA

438A-hTBP Aibara et al.36 N/A

pOPINF-hTFIIB Aibara et al.36 N/A

438A-hTFIIA Aibara et al.36 N/A

pETDuet-1-hTFIIE Aibara et al.36 N/A

pAHS3C-hTFIIF Aibara et al.36 N/A

438C-XPD-p52-p34-p8-p62-p44-XPD Kokic et al.70 N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

438B-CCNH-CDK7-MAT1 Kokic et al.70 N/A

pKSUMO_10xHis-3C-SPT4_SPT5 Bernecky et al.71 N/A

438-A_NELFA_B_E_H6-TEV-D Vos et al.38 N/A

1B_Nhis6_TEV-RNGTT_H Garg et al.43 N/A

pUC119-AdMLU14 This study N/A

pUC119-AdMLU16 This study N/A

Software and algorithms

cryoSPARC Punjani et al.72 https://cryosparc.com/

RELION 3.1 Scheres73; Zivanov et al.74 https://github.com/3dem/relion

Warp 1.0.9 Tegunov and Cramer75 http://www.warpem.com

PHENIX 1.20.1 Afonine et al.76; Liebschner et al.77 http://www.phenix-online.org

PyMol 2.5.4 Schrödinger and Delano78 http://www.pymol.org

UCSF Chimera Pettersen et al.79 https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/

UCSF Chimera X 1.6.1 Pettersen et al.79 https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimerax/

Coot 0.9.8.7 Emsley et al.80 https://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/

personal/pemsley/coot/

ISOLDE 1.6 Croll81 https://isolde.cimr.cam.ac.uk/

ImageJ 1.53t Schindelin et al.82 https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/index.html

Prism 10.0.0 GraphPad Software Inc

(California, USA)

https://www.graphpad.com/

Other

Titan Krios G2 FEI/Thermo Fisher Scientific N/A

QuantumLS energy Filter Gatan N/A

K3 Summit Direct Electron Detector Gatan N/A

Quantifoil� R3.5/1, copper, mesh 200 Quantifoil N/A

Slide-A-Lyzer� MINI Dialysis

Devices (20 kDa MWCO)

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 69590

Typhoon� 9500 FLA imager Typhoon� 9500 FLA imager N/A
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Correspondence and request for materials should be addressed to Christian Dienemann (christian.dienemann@mpinat.mpg.de).

Material availability
Materials are available from Christian Dienemann upon request under a material transfer agreement with the Max Planck Society.

Data and code availability
d The cryo-EM reconstructions and final models were deposited to the ElectronMicroscopy Database (EMDB) and to the Protein

Data Bank (PDB) under the following accession codes: EMDB-19718 and PDB 8S51 for ITC8, EMDB-19719 and PDB 8S52 for

ITC10, EMDB-19743 and PDB 8S5N for ITC12, EMD-19797 (focused map) for EC14 core Pol II, EMDB-19795 (global map),

EMDB-19726 (composite map) and PDB 8S55 for EC14a, EMDB-19796 (global map), EMDB-19720 (composite map) and

PDB 8S54 for EC14b, EMDB-19721 for ITC8+TFIIH, EMDB-19722 for ITC10+TFIIH, EMDB-19723 for ITC12+TFIIH, EMDB-

19724 for EC14a+TFIIH and EMDB-19725 for EC14b+TFIIH.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Bacteria strains
Escherichia coli strains XL1-Blue, DH10 EMBacY, BL21 CodonPlus (DE3) RIL and LOBSTR-BL21(DE3)-RIL were cultured in standard

LB media with the respective antibiotics at 37�C while shaking.
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Insect cell lines
Sf9, Sf21, and Hi5 cell lines were used for recombinant protein expression in insect cells. All cell lines were grown in ESF921 (Expres-

sion Technologies) at 27�C.

Pig thymus tissue
Pig thymus tissues were harvested from a local butcher in Göttingen, flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80�C before use.

METHOD DETAILS

Cryo-EM sample preparation with AdU14 promoter DNA
AdML promoter scaffolds containing U-less cassettes of different lengths were inserted into pUC119 vectors as previously

described.36 DNA templates were amplified by large-scale PCR, purified by ion-exchange chromatography with a ResourceQ col-

umn (5 mL, Cytiva) followed by phenol-chloroform extraction. The sequences of the DNA templates used for cryo-EM sample prep-

aration are listed below. TATA-box and TSS are highlighted in bold. U-less cassettes are underlined. AdU14 template (139 bp):

50-GTG TTC CTG AAG GGG GGC TAT AAA AGG GGG TGG GGG CGC GTT CGT CCT CAC ACC CAG CCG CAA TTT TGA CAG

CGA GGG CCA GCA GAA GGG GAG AGA ACT TTT TCT CAA AAG CGG GCA TGA CTT CTG CGC TAA GAT TGTC-30.
S. scrofa Pol II and human initiation factors (TBP, TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIIE, TFIIF and TFIIH) were purified as previously

described.36,38,50,70,83 Sample preparation was performed based on published protocol36 with modifications. Before PIC formation,

three complexes, DNA-TFIIA-TFIIB-TBP, Pol II-TFIIF and TFIIH-TFIIE were incubated as three separate samples at room temperature

for 5-10 min. Then, the pre-assembled samples were mixed and further incubated at 30�C for 1 h. Transcription was initiated by the

addition of 0.5 mMNTPmix consisting of ATP, CTP and GTP. Transcription was allowed to proceed for 2�10 min at 30�C in reaction

buffer containing 20 mM K-HEPES pH 7.5, 110 mM KCl, 3% glycerol, 16 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM DTT. Afterwards, 6/7th of the resulting

transcription reaction was loaded onto a 15%-40% (w/v) sucrose gradient while mildly cross-linked by GraFix84 at 32,000 rpm (SW60

rotor) for 16h at 4 �C. After centrifugation, the gradient was fractionated manually from the top and quenched with 10 mM lysine and

40mMaspartate for 10min on ice. In parallel to GraFix, the 1/7th of the same transcription reaction was loaded onto a 15%-40% (w/v)

sucrose gradient but without cross-linker to monitor the distribution of the transcription complexes. After ultracentrifugation, frac-

tions from non-crosslinked sample were isopropanol precipitated and analyzed by urea-PAGE. Corresponding fractions that con-

tained the transcribed complexes from the cross-linked sample were then pooled and dialyzed against the Buffer D (20mMK-HEPES

pH 7.5, 90mMKCl, 1%glycerol (v/v), 1mMDTT) at 4�C for 7-8 h to remove sucrose and glycerol. Subsequently, a thin piece of home-

made continuous carbon film (�2.7 nm) was floated onto the dialyzed sample and the particles were allowed to adsorb onto the film

at 4�C for 15min. The filmwas then picked up by a holey-carbon grid (Quantifoil R3.5/1, copper, mesh 200) and 3.5 mL of Buffer Dwas

immediately added onto the carbon film prior to vitrification with a Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI) operated at 4 �C and 100% humidity. The

grids were blotted for 1-1.5 s with blot force of 5 before plunge-freezing in liquid ethane.

Visualization of abortive transcription
Abortive transcription was visualized by gradient ultracentrifugation. For that, promoter dependent in vitro transcription reactions

were performedwith AdU14 andAdU16 promoter DNA. The sequence of AdU14 template was same as cryo-EM sample preparation.

The sequence of AdU16 template is listed below. TATA box and TSS are highlighted as bold. U16-less cassette is underlined. AdU16

template (139 bp): 50-GTG TTC CTG AAGGGGGGC TAT AAA AGGGGG TGGGGGCGCGTT CGT CCT CAC ACC CAG CCG CAA

CGT TTT CAGCGAGGGCCAGCAGAAGGGGAGAGA ACT TTT TCT CAA AAGCGGGCA TGACTT CTGCGC TAAGAT TGTC-30.
PIC assembly was carried out in the same way as sample preparation. For each 20 mL reaction, 14 pmol Pol II, 71 pmol TFIIF, 15

pmol DNA template, 93 pmol TFIIA, 47 pmol TBP, 47 pmol TFIIB, 21 pmol TFIIE and 21 pmol TFIIH were used. Transcription was

initiated with 0.5 mM ATP, 0.5 mM CTP, 0.5 mM GTP and 2 mCi [a-32P]-CTP and allowed to take place for 15 min at 30�C in reaction

buffer containing 20 mM K-HEPES pH 7.5, 110 mM KCl, 3% glycerol, 16 mMMgCl2, 0.5 mM DTT. Transcription reactions were then

loaded onto a 10%-30% (w/v) sucrose gradient in buffer containing 20 mM K-HEPES pH 7.5, 110 mM KCl, 3% glycerol (v/v), 1 mM

DTT, 0.5 mMMgCl2. Ultracentrifugation was performed at 55,000 rpm for 3 h at 4�C with a swinging bucket rotor S55S (Thermo Sci-

entific). The gradients were fractioned manually from top. Fractions 1-4 and 7-22 were pooled separately and digested with protein-

ase K in the presence of GlycoBlue (Thermo Fisher) for 30 min at 37�C followed by isopropanol precipitation. The precipitated RNA

pellets were resuspended in 2x RNA loading dye (NEB) and loaded onto an RNA sequencing gel (7 M urea, 1x TBE, 20% acrylami-

de:bis-acrylamide 19:1). To achieve similar exposure of the phosphorus screen, 2/15th of the RNA suspension from fraction 7-22

were loaded whereas the total RNA suspension from fraction 1-4 was loaded. For quantification see below.

Biochemical analysis of the binding of TFIIH to EC14
Analytical gradient ultracentrifugation was used tomonitor the association of TFIIH with EC14. To assemble the Pol II ECs, the template

DNA strandwasmixedwith RNA in equimolar ratio and annealed by first incubating at 75�C for 1min then slowly cooling down to 4�Cat

the speedof 1�Cpermin.Next, theDNA-RNAscaffoldwas added toPol II in 1.5xmolar excess and incubated for 10min at 30�C.Finally,
the non-template DNA strandwas added in 2xmolar excess and incubated for another 10min at 30�C. DNA and RNA oligonucleotides

were purchased from Integrated DNA technologies. Sequences used for EC14 assembly were: template: 50-TTC TGC TGG CCC TCG
e4 Molecular Cell 84, 1–12.e1–e6, May 2, 2024
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CTG TCA AAA TTG CGG CTG GGT GTG AGG ACG AAC GCG CCC CCA CCC CCT TTT ATA GCC CCC CTT CAG GAA CAC-30; non-
template: 50-GTG TTC CTG AAG GGG GGC TAT AAA AGG GGG TGG GGG CGC GTT CGT CCT CAC AGG GTC GGC GTT TTT TGA

CAGCGAGGGCCAGCAGAA-30; RNA: 50-rUrUrU rCrCrC rArGrC rCrGrC rArA-30. TFIIE and TFIIH were added to the preformed EC14

in 2xmolar excess toPol II and incubated at 30�C for 30min in final buffer containing 20mMK-HEPESpH7.5, 100mMKCl, 4%glycerol,

4mMMgCl2 and 1mMDTT. Reactions with andwithout TFIIE were loaded onto a 10%-30% (w/v) sucrose gradient in buffer containing

110mMKCl, 20mMK-HEPESpH7.5, 3%glycerol (v/v), 1mMDTT, 0.5mMMgCl2. Ultracentrifugationwas performed at 32,000 rpm for

16 h at 4�C with an SW60 rotor. Fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by silver staining.

Competition assays
Analytical gradient ultracentrifugation was used to monitor the competition between TFIIE and elongation factors. DSIF, RNGTT and

NELFwere purified as previously reported.38,43,71 The Pol II ECswere assembled as above. Sequences used for EC14 assembly were

the same as above. Sequences used for EC24 assembly were: template: 50-GAC AAT CTT AGC GCA GAA GTC ATG CCC GCT TTT

GAG AAA AAG TTC TCT CCCCTT CTGCTGGCC-30; non-template: 50- GGCCAGCAG AACCCC TCT CTTGTT TTT CTC AAA AGC

GGGCAT GAC TTC TGC GCT AAG ATT GTC -30; RNA: 50-rUrCrC rCrGrG rUrCrG rUrCrU rUrGrG rGrGrA rGrArG rArArC-30. The pre-

formed EC was then incubated with CAK (1 mM) and ATP (1 mM) for 30 min at 30 �C to phosphorylate the Pol II CTD in final buffer

containing 20 mM K-HEPES pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 4% glycerol, 4 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM DTT. The phosphorylation reaction was

stopped with 8 mM EDTA before adding initiation factors (TFIIE and TFIIF) in 2x molar excess to Pol II and incubated at 30�C for

15 min. Afterwards, elongation factors (DSIF and NELF or DSIF and RNGTT) were added in 2x molar excess to Pol II and incubated

at 30�C for 15 min in final buffer containing 20 mM K-HEPES pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 4% glycerol, 2.5 mM EDTA and 1 mM DTT. Re-

actions were loaded onto a 10%-30% (w/v) sucrose gradient in buffer containing 110 mM KCl, 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 3% glycerol

(v/v), 1 mMDTT, 0.5 mMMgCl2. Ultracentrifugation was performed at 32,000 rpm for 16 h at 4�C using an SW60 rotor. Gradient frac-

tions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by silver staining. For competition assays in the presence of DSIF and NELF, gradient

fractions were also subjected to Western blotting with an antibody against Spt5.

To monitor the competition between TFIIE and core TFIIH with DSIF and NELF, EC24 was assembled as described above albeit

with a different DNA scaffold with a shorter downstream DNA (23 bp, comparable to the length of the downstream DNA observed in

our EC14 structures, which is �22 bp) to decrease the tailing effect of TFIIH during gradient ultracentrifugation. Sequences used for

EC24 assembly were: template: 50-GTC ATG CCC GCT TTT GAG AAA AAG TTC TCT CCC CTT CTG CTG GCC-30; non-template:

50-GGC CAG CAG AAC CCC TCT CTT GTT TTT CTC AAA AGC GGG CAT GAC-30; RNA: 50-rUrCrC rCrGrG rUrCrG rUrCrU rUrGrG

rGrGrA rGrArG rArArC-30. After EC assembly, TFIIE, TFIIF and TFIIH core were added in 1.5x molar excess to Pol II and incubated at

30�C for 30 min. Afterwards, DSIF and NELF were added in 5x molar excess to Pol II and incubated at 30�C for 30 min in final buffer

containing 20mMK-HEPES pH 7.5, 110mMKCl, 4%glycerol, 3mMMgCl2 and 1mMDTT. Reactions were loaded onto a 10%-30%

(w/v) sucrose gradient in buffer containing 110 mM KCl, 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 3% glycerol (v/v), 1 mM DTT, 0.5 mMMgCl2. Ultra-

centrifugation was performed at 55,000 rpm for 3 h at 4�C using a TLS55 rotor. Gradient fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE fol-

lowed by both Western blot analysis and Coomassie blue staining.

Biochemical analysis of the retention of GTFs on EC14
To study the retention of TFIIE, TFIIF and core TFIIH on EC14 in the absence of crosslinker, an EC14 was assembled as described

above with the DNA scaffold that contains a short downstream DNA of 23 bp and an RNA of 14 nt. The RNA sequence used for EC14

assembly was: 50-rCrUrU rGrGrG rGrArG rArGrA rArC-30. After EC assembly, TFIIE, TFIIF and TFIIH core were added in 1.5x molar

excess to Pol II and incubated at 30�C for 30 min in final buffer containing 20 mM K-HEPES pH 7.5, 110 mM KCl, 4% glycerol, 2 mM

MgCl2 and 1 mM DTT. Samples were then loaded onto a 10%-30% (w/v) sucrose gradient in buffer containing 110 mM KCl,

20 mMHEPES (pH 7.5), 3% glycerol (v/v), 1 mMDTT, 0.5 mMMgCl2. Control runs of free TFIIE, TFIIF and core TFIIH were performed

in parallel. Ultracentrifugation was performed at 55,000 rpm for 3 h at 4�C using a TLS55 rotor. Gradient fractions were analyzed by

SDS-PAGE followed by Coomassie blue staining.

Cryo-EM data collection and processing
Cryo-EMdata were collected on a FEI Titan Krios transmission electronmicroscopewith a K3 summit direct electron detector (Gatan)

and a GIF quantum energy filter (Gatan), operated at 300 keV and with a slit width of 20 eV. Data collection was performed automat-

ically with SerialEM85 at a nominal magnification of 81,000x (1.05 Å per pixel) with a total dose of around 40 e/Å2 fractionated over 40

frames. The defocus range applied was 0.7 mm to 1.7 mm.

On-the-flymotion correction, contrast-transfer function estimation andparticle pickingwereperformedwithWarp.75 Initial cleaningof

the datasets was carried out by consecutive rounds of 2D and 3D classification in cryoSPARC72 to remove ice contamination, falsely

pickedandaggregatedparticles. Further processing stepswereperformed inRelion3.1,73,74 asdescribed indetail in FigureS2. Focused

3D classification with a mask around core Pol II was performed to separate complexes with open and closed DNA. Particles that con-

tainedhigh resolution features for theDNA-RNAhybrid in thePol II activesitewereCTF-refinedandpolished.Theseparticleswere further

signal subtracted and classified with a mask around the upstreamDNA to separate complexes before and after bubble rewinding. Par-

ticles with features of extended bubble were further classified with a mask around core Pol II to separate ITCs with different DNA-RNA
Molecular Cell 84, 1–12.e1–e6, May 2, 2024 e5
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hybrids. Particles with features of a rewound bubble were further signal subtracted and classified with a mask around TFIIE to separate

different TFIIE conformations. Focused refinements were performed to improve the resolution of Pol II in each class.

Particles with high-resolution features for DNA-RNA hybrid were also signal subtracted and classified with a mask around TFIIH.

Particles with concrete features of TFIIHwere combined. To study the association of TFIIH before and after bubble rewinding, particle

populations with concrete TFIIH features were intersected with particle populations from EC classes and ITC classes, respectively.

The identified particles were then subjected to global 3D refinement.

Additionally, particles with features of a rewound bubble were also classified with a mask around the RNA exit tunnel. This resulted

in twomain species. First, particles with the TFIIB-ribbon occupying the RNA exit tunnel and second, particles with the full-length 14-

nt RNA occupying the RNA exit tunnel. Intersection of particles with full-length 14-nt RNA with particles from EC14a resulted in

16,312 mutual particles (25% of EC14a). Intersection of particles with full-length 14-nt RNA with particles from EC14b resulted in

25,046 mutual particles (31% of EC14b). This suggests that the competition between RNA and TFIIB-ribbon in the RNA exit tunnel

is independent of TFIIE as particles with full-length 14-nt RNA were similarly distributed in the two classes of different TFIIE states.

Particles with the full-length 14-nt RNAwere then subjected to focused refinement with amask around core Pol II. The final composite

maps were created with the focused refined map of core Pol II and EC14a/b.

Model building
To facilitate model building, cryo-EM maps were filtered according to local resolution in Relion3.173,74 and auto-sharpened in Phe-

nix.76,77 For modelling of the ITCs, previous published models (PDB: 7nw0,36 5iyd,37 5flm83) were rigid-body docked into focused

refinement maps in Chimera79 and adjusted manually in Coot.80 The resulting models were then real-space refined in Phenix76,77 fol-

lowed by consecutive rounds of rebuilding with Coot80 and ISOLDE.81 Final models showed good stereochemistry as validated by

Molprobity.86 For modelling of EC14a/b, core Pol II (without stalk) from previous published model (PDB: 5flm.83) was rigid-body

docked into focused refinement maps of core Pol II in Chimera79 and adjusted manually in Coot.80 The resulting models were

then real-space refined in Phenix76,77 followed by consecutive rounds of rebuilding with Coot80 and ISOLDE.81 Afterwards, TFIIE,

Pol II stalk from previous published model (PDB: 7nw0.36) and core Pol II were rigid-body docked into focused refinement maps

in Chimera79 and real-space refined in Phenix.76,77 The real-space refined models and TFIIF from a previously published model

(PDB: 7nw0.36) were rigid-body docked into focused refinement maps in Chimera79 to generate the final models of ECs. The final

EC models were subjected to comprehensive validation (cryo-EM) in Phenix76,77 and showed good stereochemistry.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Signals of RNA transcripts from abortive transcription assays were quantified with ImageJ 1.53.82 Abortive transcription experiments

were performed four times independently. The percentage of aborted RNA was defined as: (transcription signals from fractions 1-4)/

(transcription signals from fractions 1-4+7.5*transcription signals from fractions 7-22). Statistical significance of the results was

calculated with unpaired two-tailed t-tests using GraphPad Prism 9.5.1.

The western blot signals for XPB (or TFIIE-a) in each individual fraction were quantified with ImageJ 1.5382 and normalized to the

total signal of fraction 1-14. The normalized signals of every fraction were then plotted. The experiments were repeated three times

independently. The percentage of Pol II-bound GTFs was defined as the sum of the normalized signals in fractions 9-14. Statistical

significance of the results was calculated with unpaired two-tailed t-tests using GraphPad Prism 9.5.1.
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